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GRAND CENTRAL PUBLISHING
FICTION
Abbott, Jeff
INSIDE MAN
July 2014
The next stunning Sam Capra thriller from New York Times bestselling author Jeff Abbott. When Sam
Capra's best customer—and friend—is murdered outside his Miami bar, Sam decides to seek justice.
Determined to find out the connection between his friend's death and a beautiful stranger, Sam infiltrates
the Ligeras, one of Miami's most prominent-and dangerous-families. He faces a powerful but unstable
mastermind intent on dividing his business empire between his three very different children, who may
hold murderous secrets of their own.
British: Curtis Brown New York
Translation: Curtis Brown New York

Baker, Tiffany
MERCY SNOW
January 2014
New York Times bestselling author Tiffany Baker returns with a mysterious, gothic tale of two families in a
small New England town whose lives are stitched together by dark secrets both past and present. Tiffany
Baker is the author of The Gilly Salt Sisters and The Little Giant of Aberdeen County, which was a New York
Times and San Francisco Chronicle bestseller. Previous publishers include De Fontein (Holland), Cappelen
Damm (Norway), Novo Conceito (Brazil), Garzanti (Italy).
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to btb (Germany)
Japanese agent: Japan Uni

Baggott, Julianna
BURN
February 2014
In the conclusion to Julianna Baggott’s dystopian Pure trilogy, the fate of the world is more fragile than
ever. Inside the Dome, Patridge has taken his father's place as leader of the Pures. His intent had been to
bring down the Dome from the inside with the help of the secret resistance force. But from his new
position of power, things don't seem quite as black and white. Outside the Dome, Pressia and Bradwell
continue working to free the Wretches from the Dome's oppression, but their success depends on
Partridge. Can they still trust their friend to see their plan through, or will a new war begin? Bestselling
author Julianna Baggott is the author of sixteen books, including national bestseller Girl Talk and Which
Brings Me to You (co-written with Steve Almond).
British: Sobel Weber
Translation: Sobel Weber
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Baldacci, David
THE TARGET
April 2014
Following his adventures in The Innocent and The Hit, THE TARGET finds Will Robie partnered with
Jessica Reel to eliminate a North Korean general. If his coup attempt succeeds, American officials fear the
general would be even more volatile and dangerous than Kim Jong-un. On the home front, Reel’s
father—a jailed white supremacist convinced his daughter betrayed him—is determined to find a way to
make her pay for her alleged disloyalty. His anger towards Reel may lead her enemies right to her
doorstep. David Baldacci’s books are published in over 45 languages in more than 80 countries. There are
110 million copies in print worldwide.
British: Aaron Priest
Translation: Aaron Priest

Baxter, Greg
THE APARTMENT
Twelve, December 2013
One snowy holiday morning in an old European city, an American man leaves his shabby hotel to meet a
local woman who has agreed to help him search for an apartment to rent. Greg Baxter's clear-eyed first
novel tells the intriguing story of these two people on this single day. Told with an affecting, quiet
intimacy, THE APARTMENT follows the unnamed couple across a frozen city and into a past the man is
hoping to forget, and leaves them at the doorstep of an uncertain future.
British: Penguin UK
Translation: Penguin UK

Beaton, M.C.
DEATH OF A POLICEMAN
February 2014
Local police stations all over the Scottish Highlands are being threatened with closure. This presents the
perfect opportunity for Detective Chief Inspector Blair, who would love nothing more than to get rid of
Sergeant Hamish Macbeth. Blair suggests that Cyril Sessions, a keen young police officer, visit the town
of Lochdubh to monitor exactly what Macbeth does every day. But Cyril is soon found dead and Hamish
quickly becomes the prime suspect in his murder.
British: Lowenstein Associates
Translation: Lowenstein Associates

Campbell, Drusilla
IN DOUBT
August 2014
Trade paperback original. In the tradition of bestselling author Jodi Picoult, acclaimed novelist Drusilla
Campbell delivers an emotionally charged and provocative novel about a senseless shooting that rocks a
small California town and one woman's determined search for the truth. Drusilla Campbell is the author
of Little Girl Gone and The Good Sister. Previous publishers include Novo Conceito (Brazil), Belfond
(France), Media Rozina (Poland)
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Davenport, Randi
THE END OF ALWAYS
Twelve, May 2014
A powerful and ultimately uplifting story of a young woman's triumphant battle to forge her own future,
to rise above a vicious family legacy, and to take charge of her own life. Randi Davenport is the author of
The Boy Who Loved Tornadoes: A Mother's Story (Algonquin, 2010). Her short fiction and essays have
appeared in publications like The Huffington Post, The Washington Post, and The Ontario Review.
British: Barer Literary
Translation: Barer Literary

Deaver, Jeffery
THE OCTOBER LIST
October 2013
#1 bestselling author Jeffery Deaver has created the most riveting and original novel of the year-a raceagainst-the-clock mystery, told in reverse. Two days ago, Gabriela's life was normal. Then, out of the
blue, she gets word that her six-year-old daughter has been taken. She's given an ultimatum: pay half a
million dollars and find a mysterious document known as the "October List" within 30 hours, or she'll
never see her child again.
British: Howard Morhaim
Translation: Howard Morhaim

Deaver, Jeffery and Raymond Benson
MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA PRESENTS ICE COLD
April 2014
The only two American authors of official James Bond novels have joined forces to edit an anthology of
original short stories set during the Cold War, when war between the superpowers was a frightening
possibility that could be jump-started at the touch of a button. Contributors include Joseph Finder, J.A.
Jance, John Lescroart, Laura Lippman, and Gayle Lynds.
British: Howard Morhaim
Translation: Howard Morhaim

Deaver, Jeffery
TROUBLE IN MIND
March 2014
A newly edited collection from New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Deaver. TROUBLE IN MIND
features twelve original and previously published stories, including “A Textbook Case” (Lincoln Rhyme),
“Fast” (Kathryn Dance), “Paradice” (John Pellham), and “Game.”
British: Hodder & Stoughton
Translation: Gelfman Schneider
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Elkins, Kimberly
WHAT IS VISIBLE
Twelve, June 2014
A debut novel about Laura Bridgman, a woman who lost her senses of hearing, sight, taste, and smell as a
child, and became world-renowned decades before Helen Keller. Left with only her sense of touch, she
was taken in by Dr. Samuel Howe at the Perkins School for the Blind. She eventually became the second
most famous woman in the world after Queen Victoria. Dr. Howe exhibited her far and wide to raise
money for the school and to show off his great "professional" talents; world-famous figures came to see
her and befriended her. This novel tells her story from Bridgman's very closed but intense perspective.
Kimberly Elkins' fiction and nonfiction have been published widely, including in The Atlantic Monthly,
Best New American Voices, and The Iowa Review.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Brandt & Hochman

Farrell, Henry
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE?
October 2013
Trade Paperback Original. The classic that inspired the celebrated film adaptation is available once again in
trade paperback! Once an acclaimed child star of vaudeville, Baby Jane Hudson performed for adoring
crowds before a move to Hollywood thrust her sister, Blanche, into the spotlight. As Blanche's film career
took off, a resentful Jane watched from the shadows as her own career faded into obscurity—until a tragic
accident changed everything. Now, years later, the two sisters live in a decaying Hollywood mansion,
isolated from the outside world. Crippled by the accident, Blanche is helpless under the control of her
abusive sister, who is slowly descending into madness.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Hodder
Translation: Mitch Douglas Literary

Garlock, Dorothy
TAKE ME HOME
July 2014
Life in Miller's Creek, Wisconsin in 1945 is focused entirely on the war in Germany. Olivia Marsten is
doing everything she can to support the troops: working in the local hardware store while the owner's
son is serving and supporting Billy, a childhood friend about to leave for Navy training. When Billy pulls
her aside one day, she doesn't think anything of it… until he confesses he's been in love with her for years
and proposes marriage. Unwilling to hurt his feelings, she accepts, but in her heart she knows it isn't
right. How do you break your best friend's heart, especially when you might be in love with the stranger
who saved your life? Dorothy Garlock is the author of over 50 novels that have sold over 15 million
copies. Previous rights have recently sold to Generights (Czech Republic) and Ohzora (Japan).
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Gilman, Susan Jane
THE ICE CREAM QUEEN OF ORCHARD STREET
June 2014
Bestselling author Susan Jane Gilman's debut novel, an evocative story of a feisty young woman's rise to
become the greatest ice cream maker in America... and the secret that could destroy her empire forever.
Lillian, the daughter of a Ukrainian gambler, has always dreamed of fame. As a young girl, she
convinced her father to buy tickets on a ship from Ukraine to America, where she hoped they'd find work
as movie stars. But the streets of America were not paved with gold, at least not on the Lower East Side.
Lillian's life changes forever when she is taken in by the Dinello family and taught the secrets of making
ice cream, in a time when ice is as precious as gold. As she falls in love and builds her empire, she
becomes ever more intent on gaining hold of power around her. But hold too tightly, and the sweetest
things in your grasp will melt away.... as the Ice Cream Queen soon learns in a terrible test. Susan Jane
Gilman is the author of Hypocrite in a Pouffy White Dress and Kiss My Tiara.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori

Juska, Elise
THE BLESSINGS
May 2014
In the tradition of J. Courtney Sullivan's Maine and Jennifer Close's Girls in White Dresses comes a
wonderful novel about a tight-knit family over the course of twenty years. A sprawling but close Irish
Catholic clan from Northeast Philadelphia, the Blessings see their lives forever changed when their
brother John dies of cancer, leaving behind two small children. The loss reverberates for years to come,
but John's survivors find identities and paths for themselves that they had never imagined. Elise Juska's
short stories have appeared in numerous magazines and journals; her most recent story, published in The
Missouri Review, was cited by The Best American Short Stories 2010.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Korelitz, Jean Hanff
YOU SHOULD HAVE KNOWN
March 2014
Grace Reinhart Sachs is living the only life she ever wanted for herself. Devoted to her husband, a
pediatric oncologist at a major cancer hospital, their young son Henry, and the patients she sees in her
therapy practice, her days are full of familiar things: she lives in the very New York apartment in which
she was raised, and sends Henry to the school she herself once attended. Grace is also the author of a
book You Already Know, in which she cautions women to really hear what men are trying to tell them. But
weeks before the book is published a chasm opens in her own life: a violent death, a missing husband,
and, in the place of a man Grace thought she knew, only an ongoing chain of terrible revelations. Korelitz
is the author of Admission (soon to be a motion picture starring Tina Fey and Paul Rudd).
British: Faber & Faber
Translation: William Morris Endeavor
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Maron, Margaret
DESIGNATED DAUGHTERS
August 2014
Margaret Maron is back with another Deborah Knott mystery. When Deborah’s terminally ill aunt,
Rachel, is found smothered to death in her bed at a hospice center, all of her Colleton County kith and kin
are shocked. Who kills a dying woman? As Deborah and her husband, Sheriff's Deputy Dwight Bryant,
try to find Rachel's killer, they cross paths with the Designated Daughters, a support group for
caregivers, not all of whom are women. Rachel's flamboyant daughter, Sally, is a member, and when a
con artist cheats one of the group, they swing into action. They want more than just a shoulder to cry
on—they want revenge. Margaret Maron is a multiple award winner of the most prestigious prizes for
mystery fiction. In 2012, Maron was named a Grand Master by the Mystery Writers of America.
British: Vicky Bijur
Translation: Vicky Bijur

McKinlay, Deborah
THAT PART WAS TRUE
February 2014
The Bridges of Madison County meets Sleepless in Seattle. A lonely British woman's letter to a successful
American author sparks a relationship that changes both their lives. When Eve Petworth writes to
Jackson Cooper to praise a scene in one of his books, they discover a mutual love of cookery and food.
Their friendship blossoms against the backdrop of Jackson's colorful, but ultimately unsatisfying, love-life
and Eve's tense relationship with her soon-to-be married daughter. From behind the veils of semianonymity and distance, each offers wise and increasingly affectionate counsel. They both begin to
confront the problems that plague them and plan a celebratory meeting in Paris—a meeting that Eve fears
will never happen. Deborah McKinlay hails from the UK and is the author of one novel, The View From
Here, which was published by Soho Press in the US.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Orion
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Heyne (Germany), Sperling (Italy); Globo (Brazil),
Hayakawa (Japan), Intense (Bulgaria), Modan (Israel), Fortuna (Czech/Slovak), Vulkan (Serbia), Asa
(Portugal), City Editions (France), Planeta Mexico (Latin America)

Meacham, Leila
SOMERSET
February 2014
One hundred fifty years of Roses' Tolivers, Warwicks, and DuMonts! We begin in the antebellum South
on Plantation Alley in South Carolina, where Silas Toliver, deprived of his inheritance, joins up with his
best friend Jeremy Warwick to plan a wagon train expedition to the "black waxy" promise of a new
territory called Texas. Slavery, westward expansion, abolition, the Civil War, love, marriage, friendship,
tragedy and triumph—all the ingredients that made so many love Roses so much—are here in abundance.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: McCormick & Williams
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Muller, Marcia
THE NIGHT SEARCHERS
July 2014
After an unhappy former client set fire to their home in Looking for Yesterday, Sharon McCone and her
husband Hy are doing their best to start their lives anew. But when new clients Jay and Camilla Givens
come along, Sharon puts their recovery on hold to investigate Camilla’s stories of devil worshippers
performing human sacrifices in San Francisco. Sharon discovers that Jay is involved with the treasurehunting group The Night Searchers and digs deeper into exactly what he and the rest of the group are up
to after dark. She joins their ranks in order to find out more—but someone is searching for Sharon, too.
Marcia Muller has written many novels and short stories. Her novel Wolf in the Shadows won the Anthony
Boucher Award.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child
WHITE FIRE
November 2013
#1 bestselling authors Doug Preston and Lincoln Child return with their biggest novel to date, with a new
Sherlock Holmes story endorsed by the Arthur Conan Doyle estate. Corrie Swanson is out to solve a 140year-old mystery. In 1876, several miners died in an apparent bear attack in a remote mining camp in the
Rocky Mountains. Corrie's initial findings lead her to believe there may be more to these miners' deaths
than meets the eye, but the leaders of Roaring Fork don't want anyone digging too deeply into their
community's past. FBI Special Agent Pendergast is drawn into the turmoil as he tries to protect and assist
Corrie. Previous publishers include L’Archipel (France), RH Mondadori (Spain), Rizzoli (Italy),
Gummerus (Finland), General Press (Hungary), and BB/Art (Czech).
British: William Morris Endeavor
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Droemer (Germany), G&J (Poland), Luitingh (Holland),
RH Mondadori (Spain)
Japanese agent: Tuttle-Mori

Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child
THE LOST ISLAND
August 2014
A new Gideon Crew novel! A secret is discovered in the Book of Kells. Gideon manages to steal the book
and realizes that the palimpsest is an ancient map showing the location of an ancient Greek healing root,
one purportedly capable of healing severed limbs. Gideon and his mysterious partner Amy are sent on an
expedition to this unknown island off the hostile and dangerous Mosquito Coast, and they soon make
two discoveries: not only are they following in the footsteps of Odysseus, but he was blown all the way
across the Atlantic Ocean, not just the Mediterranean Sea. If Gideon and Amy don't solve the mystery of
the palimpsest quickly, there may be deadly consequences… Previous publishers include LuitinghSijthoff (Holland), L’Archipel (France), RH Mondadori (Spain), Rizzoli (Italy), Gummerus (Finland),
General Press (Hungary), G&J (Poland) and BB/Art (Czech).
British: William Morris Endeavor
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori
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Siddons, Anne Rivers
THE GIRLS OF AUGUST
July 2014
After meeting every summer while their husbands were in medical school, four women named
themselves the Girls of August. These four women gathered together to spend a week on a South
Carolina beach, sharing the myriad changes they’d experience in the previous years. But one year, the
summer’s events change everything in ways they never expected. Will the Girls of August survive? THE
GIRLS OF AUGUST is Anne Rivers Siddons's 19th novel. Her previous bestselling novels include Burnt
Mountain, Off Season, Islands, Nora Nora, and Low Country.
British: William Morris Endeavor
Translation: William Morris Endeavor

Smith, Tom Rob
THE FARM
June 2014
Daniel believed his parents were headed into a peaceful, well-deserved retirement. They had sold their
home and business in London and bid farewell to England, setting off to begin life anew on a remote,
bucolic farm in rural Sweden. But in a frantic phone call, Daniel’s father tells him his mother has escaped
from a mental hospital following a psychotic breakdown. Then his mother calls, asking him to meet her at
Heathrow and asserting that everything his father has ever told him is a lie. Caught between his parents,
Daniel listens to his mother’s urgent tale of secrets, lies, crime, and conspiracy, and is unsure of whom to
believe or trust. Tom Rob Smith is the author of the bestselling, award-winning Child 44 trilogy. Child 44
was named by NPR as one of the top thrillers of all time.
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Translation: Curtis Brown UK

Sonnenberg, Brittani
HOME LEAVE
June 2014
A daring debut with a big heart, following a family's search for home, no matter how far away it takes
them. Chris Kriegstein has a global career that catapults his family across North America, Europe, and
Asia. His wife, Elise, fights the hardship of relocation with the allure of reinvention, shape-shifting from a
secretive Southern Baptist to a seasoned expat in Shanghai to an unapologetic adulterer in Thailand. The
journey is less rejuvenating for the Kriegstein daughters, Leah and Sophie, who long for stability in an
ever-changing environment. They find they can count on only one thing: each other’s consoling,
confounding presence. When the family suffers an unimaginable loss, the family questions everything.
What does it meant when home is everywhere and nowhere at the same time? Brittani Sonnenberg was
raised across three continents and has worked as a journalist in Germany, China, and throughout
Southeast Asia
British: Union Literary
Translation: Union Literary
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Turow, Scott
IDENTICAL
October 2013
Based loosely on the myth of Castor and Pollux, this is the story of identical twins Paul and Cass Giannis
and the complex relationships between their family and their former neighbors, the Kronons. The novel
focuses principally on events in 2008, when Paul is a candidate for Mayor of Kindle County, and Cass is
released from the penitentiary, 25 years after pleading guilty to the murder of his girlfriend, Athena
Kronon. The plot centers on the re-investigation of Athena's murder, carried out together by Evon Miller,
an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for ZP, the Kronon family business, and a private
investigator, Tim Brodie, 81, a former homicide detective.
British: Brandt & Hochman
Translation: Brandt & Hochman

Van Lustbader, Eric
ROBERT LUDLUM’S ™ THE BOURNE ASCENDANCY
June 2014
Jason Bourne is now working as a "Blacksmith:" someone who is hired by high-level ministers afraid of
assassination attempts. He is paid to impersonate them at meetings in locations of uncertain security
around the globe. Bourne is at one such meeting when armed gunmen storm the room--but it turns out
that their target is Bourne himself, not the minister he impersonates. Kidnapped and transported to an
underground bunker, Bourne finds himself face-to-face with a well-known terrorist jihadist, a man who
calls himself El Ghadan ("Tomorrow"). El Ghadan demands that Bourne carry out a dangerous mission
for him--one that will have global consequences.
British: Henry Morrison
Translation: Henry Morrison

Weber, Carl
THE CHOIR DIRECTOR 2: Runaway Bride
June 2014
New York Times bestselling author Carl Weber takes readers back to church in his latest drama-filled novel
THE CHOIR DIRECTOR 2: Runaway Bride. Three years ago, Bishop T. K. Wilson's church, First Jamaica
Ministries, was on the verge of bankruptcy, and his only real hope to dig his ministry out of its hole was a
hotheaded, womanizing choir director by the name of Aaron Mackie. Not only did Aaron succeed in
helping the Bishop, but he also re-energized the choir into a nationally known group on the verge of
signing a record contract. With his life in order, Aaron proposes to Tia Gregory, the church secretary who
caught his eye and inspired him to become a one-woman man, but is left at the altar. When Aaron turns
to the bishop for help, it becomes a question of faith or friendship, leading the two men to be challenged
in ways they never imagined.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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NONFICTION
Bauman, Jeff
STRONGER
April 2014
A moving and inspirational memoir by a 27-year-old survivor of the Boston Marathon bombings who lost
both his legs in the attack. In his memoir, Jeff will inspire millions by writing about his experiences that
early spring day and his ongoing mission to walk again. Jeff will show the terrorists that they
accomplished nothing with their act of cowardice and prove to the entire world what Boston Strong
really means.
British: Foundry
Translation: Foundry

Burnham, Bo with Chance Bone
EGGHEAD: Or, You Can’t Survive on Ideas Alone
October 2013
Written in Burnham’s very distinctive comedic voice, EGGHEAD brings Bo's award-winning brand of
brainy word play to the page in the form of off-kilter writings, thoughts, and poems. Collaborating with
longtime friend, artist and illustrator Chance Bone, Bo writes about everything from painful breakups to
bald barbers, in a collection that makes the reader laugh, but like his stand-up and music, also displays
surprisingly mature insights. With one text piece and one original black & white illustration per page,
this book will appeal to Bo's already established fans, as well as fans of Shel Silverstein, Gary Larson and
Demetri Martin.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Orion
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Dezenhall, Eric
GLASS JAW
Twelve, August 2014
This is a manifesto in the vein of Art of War for an age where scandal can destroy a company's brand and
reputation in an instant, from Eric Dezenhall, who runs one of the elite crisis management firms in
Washington. The digital age of 24/7 news, where information is easily acquired and quickly spread, has
changed the fundamental nature of controversy, rendering once mighty organizations and individuals
powerless against scandal. In GLASS JAW, he analyzes controversy and scandal from the perspective of
the truth-telling crisis management veteran to demystify the paper tiger "spin" industry, offering lessons
learned and crucial corrective measures.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Dow, David R.
THINGS I’VE LEARNED FROM DYING
Twelve, January 2014
Based on the journals he kept during his father-in-law's battle with cancer, David Dow's artfully written
follow-up to The Autobiography of an Execution brings together his work defending death row inmates
with more intimate confrontations with mortality at home, both as a son, and as a father. Full of grace
and intelligence, THINGS I'VE LEARNED FROM DYING is an unflinchingly honest account of how
death can ravage a family that offers hope without cliché, and reaffirms our basic human needs for
acceptance and love. David R. Dow is professor of law at the University of Houston Law Center and an
internationally recognized figure in the fight against the death penalty.
British: Writer’s House
Translation: Writer’s House

Ehrenreich, Barbara
LIVING WITH A WILD GOD
Twelve, April 2014
A memoir by the author of Nickel and Dimed about the author's journey to discover God. When Barbara
Ehrenreich was a young girl, she kept a journal that dealt with mystical experiences. Looking back, these
occurrences shook her religious beliefs to the core—but Ehrenreich is now ready to confront them.
LIVING WITH A WILD GOD marries a young girl's innocent musings with an older woman's astute life
experiences, sparking a lively and heated discussion about religion and spirituality. Barbara Ehrenreich is
the author of fourteen books, including the bestselling Nickel and Dimed and Bait and Switch.
British: ICM
Translation: ICM

Geist, Bill and Willie Geist
GOOD TALK, DAD
May 2014
From beloved TV hosts and authors Willie Geist (Today Show, Morning Joe) and Bill Geist (CBS Sunday
Morning), GOOD TALK, DAD is a hilarious testament to the power of humor and family, and to the
special nature of father-son relationships. Told in a unique back-and-forth banter style, the hilarious
team find humor in even the most difficult aspects of their relationship. They riff on fatherhood, religion,
music, sports, summer camp disasters, driving lessons gone horribly wrong, being on TV, and their
wonderfully odd family life.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Goodall, Jane
SEEDS OF HOPE
April 2014
In her wise and elegant new book, Jane Goodall blends her firsthand experiences with nature with her
knowledge of botany to give her readers a deeper understanding of the world around us. Her connection
to plants is revealed through encounters both domestic and wild. Long before she came to work with
chimpanzees, her passion for the natural world sprouted in the backyard of her childhood home in
England, where she climbed beech trees and made elderberry wine with her grandmother. The gardens
her family began then, she continues cultivating today, and Goodall encourages her readers to pursue
gardening as a source of solace, healing and hope, and to look to plants for emotional, nutritional, and
medical sustenance. An internationally renowned conservationist, she is the founder of the Jane Goodall
Institute and has received many distinguished awards in science. Dr. Goodall is also the author of many
acclaimed books, including the bestseller Reason for Hope.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Sciencebooks (Korea), Actes Sud (France), Shanghai
Translation Publishing House (China), Hanna Mirska-Grudzinska (Poland)
Japanese agent: Japan Uni

Gordon, Meryl
THE PHANTOM OF FIFTH AVENUE
May 2014
When Huguette Clark died in the spring of 2011, the 104-year-old heiress left behind a 45-room
apartment on New York's Fifth Avenue, a 23-acre estate overlooking the Pacific Ocean in Santa Barbara, a
fortune estimated at $300 million and countless unanswered questions including why did she spend the
last twenty years of her life hiding out in hospitals with only her antique French porcelain dolls for
company? Meryl Gordon is the author of Mrs. Astor Regrets: The Hidden Betrayals of A Family Beyond
Approach. She is an award-winning journalist and a regular contributor to Vanity Fair.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Handler, Chelsea
UGANDA BE KIDDING ME
March 2014
In her latest book of hilarious essays, #1 New York Times bestselling author Chelsea Handler recounts her
travels and the misadventures had along the way. With five of her closest friends in tow (including her
cousin, her sister, and a co-executive producer of her show Chelsea Lately), Handler embarks on a tour of
the African bush. UGANDA BE KIDDING ME features the same brand of witty and shocking comedy
that ensured the success of Handler’s previous books, and this latest installment of hijinks is sure to
continue that tradition.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Hartmann, Thom
THE CRASH OF 2016
Twelve, November 2013
Here, Thom Hartmann describes a country not on the road to future collapse, but in the midst of one that
could make the Great Depression seem like child's play. Hartmann predicts a social and economic
disruption that will be brought about by a spike or collapse in oil prices, a failed euro, and an even more
dramatic divergence between economic expectations and realities. It will almost certainly ultimately
involve war, and will provoke a crisis in governance similar to what ripped our nation apart during the
Civil War. The endgame could be a long, slow decline into Third World status and oligarchy, or possibly
a sudden, violent response. Thom Hartmann is an internationally syndicated talk show host heard by
over 2.75 million listeners each week and simulcast on television in more than 40 million homes. He is
also a New York Times bestselling author of 24 books, including The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: English Agency

Holmes, Anna, editor
THE BOOK OF JEZEBEL: An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Lady Things
October 2013
From the iconic website comes an encyclopedia of everything important to Jezebel readers and their
friends and families. From "As if" (the phrase made famous by Alicia Silverstone in Clueless) and
Albanian celibacy laws to Zebra stripes and everything in between. Also packed with helpful sidebars
and arresting images, the book will be a must-read for the modern woman.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Kennedy, Caroline
ROSE KENNEDY’S FAMILY ALBUM
October 2013
Foreword by Caroline Kennedy. 400+ photos collected by Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy, most never seen
before, featuring the beloved Kennedy family. Here at last is a collection of family photos alongside
passages from Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy's own writings, captions, and other interstitial material from the
John F. Kennedy Library that give the photos rich historic context. The focus of each photo is always on
members of the family. From beach vacations to sledding hills, in Halloween costumes to their Sunday
best, this is an intimate portrait of a quintessentially American family.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori
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MacPherson, Myra
THE SCARLET SISTERS
Twelve, March 2014
th
A fresh look at the 19 century life and times of VictoriaWoodhull and Tennie Claflin, two sisters whose
radical views on sex, love, politics and business shocked the world. Over the course of just a few
decades, these notorious sisters racked up a stunning list of firsts: half a century before women could
vote, Victoria became the first woman to run for president, choosing former slave Frederick Douglass as
her running mate; Tennie—mistress to Commodore Vanderbilt, the richest man in America—was the first
woman to run for congress. Together they opened the first brokerage house run by women and were the
first female publishers of a radical weekly, leaders in the immensely popular Spiritualist movement, and
heroines among the Suffragettes for exposing Victorian hypocrisy. Myra MacPherson is the author of
four previous books, including the Vietnam War classic Long Time Passing and the searing All
Governments Lie.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Miles, Barry
CALL ME BURROUGHS: A Life
Twelve, January 2014
Here, biographer and member of the Beat Generation Barry Miles presents the first full-length biography
of Burroughs to be published in a quarter century—and the first one to chronicle the last decade of
Burroughs's life. Written with the full support of the Burroughs estate and drawing from countless
interviews with figures like Allen Ginsberg, Lucien Carr, and Burroughs himself, CALL ME
BURROUGHS is a rigorously researched biography that finally gets to the heart of its notoriously
mercurial subject.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Minutaglio, Bill and Steve Davis
DALLAS 1963
Twelve, October 2013
In the early 1960s, Dallas was a city brewing with political passions, full of extreme and unlikely
characters, many of them dead set against a Kennedy Presidency; along with a host of gangsters, unsung
civil rights leaders, strippers, billionaires, and marauding police. Breathtakingly paced, DALLAS 1963
presents a clear, cinematic, and revelatory look at the 20th century's most significant and terrifying
political event. Bill Minutaglio and Steven L. Davis ingeniously explore why the Kennedy camp never
could have anticipated the swirling forces awaiting them in Texas.
British: Inkwell Management
Translation: Inkwell Management
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Moalem, Dr. Sharon
INHERITANCE
April 2014
Combining the counterintuitive insight of Freakonomics and The Power of Habit with the scientific wisdom
of Oliver Sacks and Jerome Groopman, New York Times bestselling author Dr. Sharon Moalem's
INHERITANCE offers an entirely new perspective on how genetic breakthroughs are fundamentally
transforming our understanding of our world—and ourselves. Dr. Sharon Moalem, one of the foremost
applied geneticists in the world, is an award-winning physician, scientist and New York Times bestselling
author. His work has brought together evolution, genetics, biology, and medicine to explain how the
human body works.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Sceptre
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Aryeh Nir (Israel), Gimm Young (Korea)
Japanese Agent: Tuttle Mori

Morton, Andrew
17 CARNATIONS: The Royals, the Nazis and the Biggest Cover-Up in History
September 2014
Morton tells the story of Edward VIII, Duke of Windsor, and his wife Wallis Simpson, whose affair with
Joachim von Ribbentrop embroiled the Duke in a German plot to use him as a puppet king during the
Nazi’s takeover of the British Empire. Although we know that the war ended with Hitler's defeat,
Edward's story was far from over. The Duke's collaboration with Hitler had resulted in piles of
correspondence between them; this damning correspondence, now hidden in a German castle that had
fallen to American soldiers, could forever tarnish the reputation of the royal family. 17 CARNATIONS
reveals, for the first time in history, the story of the cover-up of those letters, starting with a daring heist
to bring the letters back safely to England, out of American hands. Andrew Morton is an acclaimed
journalist and writer and the bestselling author of a number of biographies featuring the British Royal
Family as well as celebrities including Tom Cruise, Angelina Jolie and Madonna
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: English Agency

Musser, Rebecca
THE WITNESS WORE RED
September 2013
200,000 first printing. In April 2008, SWAT teams closed in on the stronghold of an armed, fanatical
religious sect run by bizarre prophet Warren Jeffs. This is Rebecca Musser’s gripping firsthand account of
her struggle to liberate herself and her sisters from the perverse embrace of religious fanaticism and
sexual slavery. Rebecca describes in rich detail what it was like being raised within the strict, isolated
FLDS community in Utah, her growing doubts and the nightmare at age 19 of becoming the nineteenth
wife of 86-year-old prophet Rulon Jeffs (who would take 46 more brides in the next seven years), and
seizing the moment for her ultimate escape from the compound after his death. And we journey with her
outside the compound as she adapts to a society she'd been taught all her life to fear.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: English Agency
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Odenkirk, Bob with David Cross
HOLLYWOOD SAID NO!
September 2013
Trade Paperback Original. It's hard to write a film. It's even harder to get that film made. So, over the
years, when Hollywood has said "NO!" to Bob Odenkirk and David Cross, the two have simply moved
on to other endeavors. But wait! What if those scripts were absolutely hilarious? What if Hollywood
was just...wrong? Along with their rejected scripts, the book will also include "constructive" notes on
each script from a "studio executive." Bob Odenkirk is an actor, writer, film director and comedian who
is currently starring on the Emmy award-winning show Breaking Bad. David Cross is an actor, writer and
comedian known for his stand-up comedy as well as roles in film and television, including the character
of Tobias Fünke on Arrested Development.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Potter, Maximilian
SHADOWS IN THE VINEYARD
Twelve, July 2014
When Maximilian Potter went to Burgundy to report for Vanity Fair on a crime that could have destroyed
the Domaine de la Romanée Conti (a tiny vineyard that produces the most exquisite wines in the world)
he soon found a story that was more thrilling, than he had originally imagined. In January 2010, Aubert
de Villaine, the proprietor of the DRC, received an anonymous note threatening the destruction of his
vines by poison unless he paid a one million euro ransom. Villaine believed it to be a joke, but that
proved a fatal miscalculation; the crime was committed. The sinister story that Potter uncovered would
lead to a sting operation by top Paris detectives, the primary suspect's suicide, and a dramatic trial. Like
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, SHADOW IN THE VINEYARD takes us deep into a captivating
world full of fascinating characters, an unforgettable narrative, and a local culture defined by the twinned
veins of excess and vitality and the deep reverent attention to the land that run through it. Maximillian
Potter is the executive editor of 5280: Denver's Magazine.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori

Roberts, Robin
EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING
April 2014
Robin Roberts’s mother always told her, “Everybody’s got something.” In this inspirational memoir, the
beloved host of Good Morning America recounts her life’s incredible journey so far and the lessons she’s
learned along the way. With grace, heart, and humor, she writes about overcoming breast cancer only to
learn five years later that she has a rare blood disorder, the grief and heartbreak she suffered after her
mother’s death, her triumphant return to GMA, and the tremendous support of her family and friends
through difficult times. Robin taught a nation of viewers that we've also all got something to give: hope,
encouragement, a life-saving transplant or a spirit-saving embrace. As Robin has learned, it's all about
faith, family and friends, and finding out that you are stronger, much stronger, than you think.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Roose, Kevin
YOUNG MONEY: Inside the Hidden World of Wall Street’s Post-Crash Recruits
February 2014
Even after a massive economic collapse, a career in the financial industry remains a tempting path for
many of America's best and brightest. But what happens to these financiers-in-the-making once they get
down to business? Author Kevin Roose spent over three years shadowing workers at the nation’s leading
investment firms, including Goldman Sachs and Merrill Lynch, witnessing recruiting sessions, pre-hire
training programs, 100-hour workweeks, big bonuses, and the wild parties that characterize the young
Wall Street experience. Kevin Roose is a New York magazine columnist and author of the critically
acclaimed The Unlikely Disciple.
British: ICM
Translation: ICM

Schulman, Daniel
SONS OF WICHITA
May 2014
Like The Rockefellers and The Ford Family, The Koch Brothers are one of America's wealthiest and
politically-active families yet they have never been the subject of a major biography. Influenced by their
father's radical libertarianism, Charles and David have built the family's oil and cattle empire into the
second largest private corporation in America. Daniel Schulman is a senior editor and deputy
Washington bureau chief at Mother Jones, where he helped found the magazine's investigative journalism
team.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: English Agency

Stone, Biz
THINGS A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME
April 2014
From GQ’s Nerd of the Year to one of Time’s most influential people, Biz Stone represents different things
to different people. Yet he’s known to all as the creative, effervescent, and remarkably savvy co-founder
of Twitter, the social media platform that singlehandedly changed the way the world works. In THINGS
A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME, Stone tells pivotal stories from his life and career, sharing his knowledge
about the nature and importance of ingenuity today. Whether seeking behind-the-scenes stories, advice,
or wisdom and principles from one of the most successful businessmen and technological visionaries of
the new era, THINGS A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME will satisfy every reader.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori
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Taraborrelli, J. Randy
THE HILTONS: A Family Dynasty
April 2014
A fascinating, no-holds-barred account of the larger-than-life family behind the world's greatest hotel
empire. Patriarch Conrad Hilton's visionary ideas established the model for the modern luxury hotel
industry. The Hilton children included Nicky, an alcoholic playboy whose passionate but abusive
relationship with Elizabeth Taylor was tabloid legend. Eric accepted his supporting role in the Hilton
dynasty with quiet calm, the opposite of the boys’ younger half-sister Francesca, whose battle for
recognition led her into courtrooms and conflict. Supporting players include the inimitable Zsa Zsa
Gabor, a young Donald Trump, and a host of other personalities with whom the Hiltons crossed paths
and swords. J. Randy Taraborrelli is a respected journalist and the bestselling author of thirteen books.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Japan Uni
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GRAND CENTRAL LIFE & STYLE
Amidor, Toby
TH E GREEK YOGURT KITCHEN
May 2014
Trade Paperback original. Greek yogurt has quickly become one of our favorite foods, its tangy, luscious
taste going far beyond a typical breakfast or simple snack. Thanks to its health benefits, this power food
has become a staple. Greek yogurt's protein quantity builds muscles and regulates metabolism and the
probiotics help maintain a healthy digestive tract and boost the immune system. Now, in THE GREEK
YOGURT KITCHEN, nutrition expert Toby Amidor shows readers how to cut back on fat and calories
without compromising flavor. She shares how to use this most versatile and healthful ingredient in
unexpected ways, making even the most bad-for-you foods healthier, tastier, and more satisfying
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Boulud, Daniel
DANIEL: MY FRENCH CUISINE
October 2013
DANIEL includes celebrated cuisinier Daniel Boulud’s thoughts on coming of age as a young chef, the
development of his signature dishes, and his adaptation of French Cuisine to American ingredients and
tastes. Boulud shares over 70 recipes from Restaurant Daniel and 20 personal dishes he prepares for
family and friends. A special section of the book includes essays from Bill Buford, the bestselling author
of Heat. With over 125 stunning photographs, DANIEL: My French Cuisine is a feast for the eyes as well as
the stomach. Daniel Boulud is a world-renowned French chef and winner of multiple James Beard
Awards. He owns prestigious restaurants in New York, Miami, Palm Beach, London, Vancouver, and
Singapore.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Sphere
Translation: Inkwell

DiSpirito, Rocco
ROCCO’S POUND A DAY DIET: Lose Up to 5 Pounds or More in 5 Days by Eating the Food You Love
January 2014
This accelerated five-day program is designed to help you drop up to 5 or more pounds every 5 days,
while enjoying all your favorite foods. You'll drop pounds and inches from the very first day of this diet,
which rewrites every carb/fat/calorie rule in the book! To help readers, Rocco has also created 50 all-new
recipes for delicious, balanced fat-burning meals, a guide to quick prep cooking, shopping lists to guide
readers through each part of the diet, and a lifestyle maintenance plan to have a lean healthy body for
life. Rocco DiSpirito is the author of nine cookbooks, including the New York Times bestselling Now Eat
This! Diet and Now Eat This! Italian.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Elsen, Emily and Melissa Elsen
FOUR & TWENTY BLACKBIRDS PIE BOOK
October 2013
Melissa and Emily Elsen are twenty-something sisters who are third generation pie bakers from South
Dakota and proprietors of the wildly popular Brooklyn Cafe, Four & Twenty Blackbirds. The
cookbook contains over sixty delectable pie recipes organized by season, with groundbreaking and
mouthwatering pie combinations such as Salted Caramel Apple, Green Chili Chocolate, Black Currant
Lemon Chiffon, and Salty Honey. There is also a detailed and stunning techniques section. The book will
have 90-120 photos and illustrations of the Elsen sisters' beautiful creations.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Fearing, Dean
THE TEXAS FOOD BIBLE
May 2014
A timeless, authentic resource for the home cook: a collection of traditional and contemporary recipes
from Texas. Dean Fearing will take the reader through Texas culinary heritage, the classic preparations
involved, and the expansion and fusion of the foods that have combined to develop an original
Southwestern cuisine. Long known as the "Father of Southwestern Cuisine," Chef Dean Fearing has been
recognized as a "Pioneer of American Cuisine" by the Culinary Institute of America, was presented with
the Silver Spoon for sterling performance by Food Arts, and has won the James Beard Award for "Best
Chef in the Southwest."
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Guiliano, Mireille
FRENCH WOMEN DON’T GET FACELIFTS
December 2013
The author of the best-selling French Women Don't Get Fat shares the secrets and strategies of aging with
attitude, joy, and no surgery. Guiliano will use her signature blend of advice, storytelling and humor.
She will address everything from lotions and potions to diet, style, friendship, and romance.
British: The Robbins Office
Translation: The Robbins Office
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Lancer, Dr. Harold
YOUNGER
February 2014
A revolutionary 3-step method for younger looking skin, from the dermatologist behind Hollywood's Alist stars. Based on years of clinical research, Dr, Lancer's regimen stimulates the skin's own
transformative healing power for lasting results. He provides a road map to help readers navigate the
mixed messages of today's dermatological advice, avoid expensive invasive treatments, and see through
the empty promises of so many beauty products. And, since a person's lifestyle also affects how their
skin ages and looks, Dr. Lancer's program reveals surprising advice on which foods to eat, including
the 25 best juice combinations for the complexion, and which to avoid, such as sushi, shellfish
and caffeine. Dr. Lancer is board certified in dermatology and has been practicing for 30 years.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Loyd, Alexander
THE GREATEST PRINCIPLE: From Stress to Success in 40 Days
June 2014
From the international bestselling author of The Healing Code. Did you know that most self-help
programs have a 97% failure rate? The truth is that tapping into your willpower and using the power of
positive thinking in order to achieve success may sound reasonable, but in reality it's a blueprint for
failure. THE GREATEST PRINCIPLE offers a revolutionary new way of achieving success in all areas of
your life. Based on more than twenty-five years of clinical experience, and rooted in science, ancient
wisdom and proven therapeutic techniques, this groundbreaking program will help you remove any
personal obstacles so that you can achieve health, wealth, and relationship success. Previous publishers
include Sphinx (Denmark), Ica (Sweden), Record (Brazil), Hermes (Bulgaria), Citic (China), Lifestyle
(Romania), Dioptra (Greece), Sigongsa (Korea), Hodder (UK), Eurasian (Taiwan), Beta (Czech), Orbis
(Slovenia), Guy Tredaniel (France), Gajanan (Marathi), Macro (Italy), AST (Russia), Leviter (Hungary),
Edaf (Spain), G&J (Poland), Basam Books Oy (Finland), Pegasus (Turkey), Sijthoff (Holland) and Softbank
(Japan).
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Rowohlt (Germany)
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori

Malterre, Tom and Alissa Segersten
THE WHOLE LIFE NUTRITION COOKBOOK
April 2014
Trade Paperback original. Food is powerful medicine and whole foods, or foods in their natural unrefined
forms, offer us vitamins, minerals and antioxidants that prevent diseases and create a state of balance and
health within us. Nutritionist Tom Malterre and Chef Alissa Segersten understand that food can be both
healing and delicious and here they provide information on the importance of living a whole food
lifestyle, and how to transition into one. With over 250 delicious, nourishing recipes—all gluten-free,
dairy-free and egg-free—readers will discover amazing, new ways to cook whole grains, fish, poultry,
meat and veggies.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Puck, Wolfgang
WOLFGANG PUCK MAKES IT HEALTHY
March 2014
Acclaimed chef and restaurateur Wolfgang Puck shares a food and fitness plan that helped him go from
being overweight and out of shape to fit and energetic. He offers more than 100 health-conscious recipes,
some modified classics from his earlier cookbooks; others brand new. You'll find flavorful food for every
meal, including snacks and dessert! Wolfgang will never tell his readers not to enjoy a glass of wine or cut
out their favorite foods, so, he, along with trainer Chad Waterbury and journalist Lou Schuler, will
outline the solution they've uncovered for the fitness-phobic out there who want to be able to indulge a
bit: an adaptable 40 minute workout program.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Quince, Dolvett
THE 3-1-2-1 DIET
November 2013
With THE 3-1-2-1 DIET, learn how to reshape yourself mentally to transform yourself physically. The best
way to lose weight and keep it off is to avoid feeling deprived, eat what you love, and keep yourself
motivated. Follow Dolvett Quince’s delicious “clean eating” plan for 3 days, allow yourself to cheat for 1
day, eat clean again for 2 days, and reward yourself with a cheat meal the next day. Because no foods are
off-limits, you’ll never feel deprived with this plan that’s flexible enough to fit into any lifestyle.
Combine the eating plan with Quince’s fast and effective workouts, and you'll be in your skinny jeans in
less than 3 weeks! Dolvett Quince is a veteran health and fitness expert and one of the trainers on The
Biggest Loser.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing

Virgin, JJ
THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK
February 2014
The companion cookbook to the New York Times bestselling The Virgin Diet. With more than 100 delicious
and practical recipes, THE VIRGIN DIET COOKBOOK is designed to show you how to incorporate antiinflammatory, healing foods into your diet to reclaim your health and reset your metabolism, while
avoiding the 7 foods that are most likely to cause food intolerance. JJ Virgin is internationally recognized
as an expert in overcoming weight loss resistance. She is an adjunct professor at Bauman College of
Nutrition and is on the faculty of the Smart Women's Institute. Publishers of The Virgin Diet include
Harper (UK), Sperling (Italy) and Leya (Brazil).
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
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Williams, Jody
BUVETTE
April 2014
BUVETTE celebrates simple entertaining with delicious flair. Jody Williams, owner of Buvette restaurant,
shows the home cook how to create casual, polished meals without spending a lot of money or time.
Williams combines French and Italian bistro cooking to create unforgettable dishes for unforgettable
events. She offers creative suggestions for place settings and serving vessels, like scooping ice cream into
a teacup or serving chocolate mousse in a silver tablespoon. Recipes range from main courses to sides to
cocktails to teas, accompanied by 25 sidebars with useful entertaining tips. With gorgeous photography
and surprisingly simple recipes, this will be the book cooks will turn to again and again.
British: Janis Donnaud
Translation: Janis Donnaud

Zoe, Rachel
LIVING IN STYLE
March 2014
The stylist, designer, reality TV celebrity, and New York Times bestselling author is back with a new
lifestyle book. Touching on the topics of beauty, home design, entertaining, travel, and of course, fashion,
Rachel gives readers the rundown on lifestyle A to Zoe. As she shares her personal and professional
inspirations, readers will learn how they can look and feel fabulous, too.
British: William Morris Endeavor
Translation: William Morris Endeavor
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BUSINESS PLUS
Hamilton, Roger James
THE MILLIONAIRE MASTER PLAN
July 2014
A unique and fresh approach show individuals how to understand their position on the spectrum of
personal wealth and how to climb to a higher level. Roger James Hamilton lays out nine easy-tounderstand steps in a color-coded spectrum that ranges from red (barely living paycheck-to-paycheck) to
the way to ultra-violet, where generating money is simply no longer a worry. The reader first determines
where they are on the financial spectrum, then Hamilton provides key insights and practical tips as to
how one can progress to the next level. Born in Hong Kong and educated at Cambridge
University, Hamilton became an entrepreneur before leaving college.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori

Hopkins, Tom and Ben Katt
WHEN BUYERS SAY NO
April 2014
From two of the world's leading authorities on sales' techniques comes an instant classic on how to
persuade resistant clients and customers. The book offers prescriptive steps and even sample dialogues
that will instruct sales professionals on how to best cultivate buyer-seller relationships, and how to get
buyers to re-think their original resistance to move ahead with a sale. Tom Hopkins is the founder and
president of the renowned sales training service Tom Hopkins International. He is a member of the
National Speakers Bureau and is the author of the national bestseller How to Master the Art of Selling.
Ben Katt is a multi-million dollar producer in corporate sales.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Japan Uni

James, Geoffrey
BUSINESS WITHOUT THE BULLSH*T
May 2014
Popular columnist Geoffrey James shows readers how to clear the clutter from their work lives in order to
achieve lasting success in business. Through this book, readers learn surprising but tried-and-true secrets
about being an extraordinary boss, coping with annoying coworkers, and working less while getting
more done. Organized into short, simple "how to" chapters, BUSINESS WITHOUT THE BULLSH*T will
bring the bluntest secrets of the most successful workers to anyone looking to get ahead, get happy, or
just get it done. Geoffrey James writes the award-winning “Sales Source” column on Inc.com, one of the
world’s most-visited business blog.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: English Agency
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Levine, Alison
ON THE EDGE: The Art of High Impact Leadership
January 2014
Alison Levine is a high altitude mountaineer and polar explorer. Born with a heart-condition that led to
three major surgeries, she decided to face life’s difficulties head-on and has led by example ever since.
ON THE EDGE details Levin’s experiences scaling the world’s tallest mountain peaks to hiking across the
frozen climes of the North and South Poles. Each chapter details a particular adventure from her travels,
along with precise leadership skills readers can take away from the tale. Alison Levine has an MBA from
Duke University. When not on the trail, she teaches leadership skills to West Point cadets, and is the
leading motivational speaker for Keppler's, one of the nation's top speakers' bureaus.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Tuttle Mori

Mazzeo, Michael and Paul Oyer and Scott Schaefer
ROADSIDE MBA
June 2014
Three leading business school professors take to America's back roads in search of offbeat small
businesses that hold valuable lessons for executives and entrepreneurs. Michael Mazzeo is an Associate
Professor of Management & Strategy at Northwestern University's Kellogg School of Management. Paul
Oyer is Professor of Economics at Stanford University's Graduate School of Business. Scott Schaefer holds
the Kendall D. Garff Chair in Business Administration and is Professor of Finance at the University of
Utah's David Eccles School of Business.
British: Grand Central Publishing; sold to Macmillan
Translation: Zoe Pagnamenta

Poon Tip, Bruce
LOOPTAIL: How One Company Changed the World by Reinventing Business
September 2013
LOOPTAIL combines Bruce Poon Tip's extraordinary first-person account of his entrepreneurial instincts
to start and develop G Adventures, a highly successful international travel adventure company, with the
details of his unusual management secrets that not only keep his employees fully engaged but also keep
his customers extremely happy. Poon Tip, who emigrated from Trinidad to Calgary with his family as a
child, started G Adventures in 1990, and the company has grown by 30% each year since its founding.
British: Grand Central Publishing
Translation: Grand Central Publishing
Japanese agent: Japan Uni
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